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About This Game

Destroy all life-threatening asteroids on our planet. Collect Power Ups, launch gravitational bombs, use its shield and skillfully
pilot through the asteroid field. Your mission is to protect the planet!
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Title: SUPER ASTEROIDS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alcateia Entertainment
Publisher:
Alcateia Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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super nintendo asteroids. super asteroids. atari lynx super asteroids. super asteroids lynx. super-catastrophic disruption of
asteroids at small perihelion distances. super bowl asteroids. super bowl 2018 asteroids. super asteroids & missile command

This game does not have the realistic feel of any version of the original Asteroids, not even the Atari 2600 version. The problem
is the rocks themselves. They just gravitate from the top left to the bottom right, with hardly any variety of motion. If you spray
them constantly with shots for a long time, they pop into a set of smaller clones in exactly the same pattern every time, and kind
of just continue moving along as before. Instead of blowing up rocks in space, it feels like you're pollinating blobby plants until
they give birth to successively smaller seedlings...bleech! This could all be fixed with a little math instead of hard code, but in its
current form it just isn't any fun to play.. Well done. I like it.
It's hard for me.
(Need an easy mode.) :). I found this title a poor substitute for the original.
The game was so dull untill level 8 and then a few levels later finished with a non challenging Boss.
Even though it was a cheap title I expected a little more variation than the asteroids always spawing in the same location.
Not a terible waste, but definatly disapointing.

Recomended for very inexperienced players (children). Cannot customize controls and default controls for the game pad are
wonky. Very dissappointing.
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